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Biological systems employ compartmentalization and other co-localization strategies in order to
orchestrate a multitude of biochemical processes by simultaneously enabling “data hiding” and mod-
ularization. This paper presents recent research that embraces compartmentalization and co-location
as an organizational programmatic principle in synthetic biological and biomimetic systems. In these
systems, artificial vesicles and synthetic minimal cells are envisioned as nanoscale reactors for pro-
grammable biochemical synthesis and as chassis for molecular information processing. We present
P systems, brane calculi, and the recently developed chemtainer calculus as formal frameworks pro-
viding data hiding and modularization and thus enabling the representation of highly complicated
hierarchically organized compartmentalized reaction systems. We demonstrate how compartmental-
ization can greatly reduce the complexity required to implement computational functionality, and
how addressable compartments permit the scaling-up of programmable chemical synthesis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Biological systems employ compartmentalization in order to orchestrate a multitude of biochemical processes both
on an organismic level where a multitude of distinct cells communicate and interact and on a cellular level where the
sub-cellular organization is prominently featured in the cytoplasm: a multitude of biochemical compounds is highly
organized in vesicular compartments that co-locate reactants of desired reactions while separating those of undesired
reactions. Surface markers on these compartments are used for vesicular trafficking, as well as vesicle budding and
fusion [65, 66]. This allows for the fine-tuned control of cellular processes involved in e.g. biochemical synthesis,
protein sorting, and endocytosis [18]. A critical review discussing the exploitation of endocytosis for the controlled
uptake of nanoparticles can be found in Canton and Battaglia [12].
The desire to harvest compartmentalization as a way of providing data hiding and modular organization for next
generation Synthetic Biology has led to various innovative wet lab approaches both in the area of bottom-up, as well
as top-down Synthetic Biology. In the top-down approach, which generally utilizes genetically modified living systems
to implement desired functionality, colonies of biological cells have been designed to perform complex molecular
computations [52, 59, 69, 74]. In the bottom-up approach, which employs non-living systems to achieve biomimetic
behaviour, Chaplin et al. [20], for example, have demonstrated that photochromic molecules such as NitroBIPS,
a kind of spiropyran, can be localized inside a collection of static polydimethylsiloxane silicone polymer (PDMS)
microwells and used to construct registers, logic gates, and circuits. Other studies employed supramolecular nanoscale
and microscale compartments as “nano-bioreactors” that result from the non-covalent interaction of molecules (i.e.,
primary self-assembly process) [1, 53–55, 63]. Several protocols have been established to control the self-assembly of
these compartments into higher-order structures (i.e., secondary self-assembly process) [3, 30, 32] as well as to induce
budding [10] and fusion [17, 61, 75]. Even protocols for internal compartmentalization of artificial vesicles have been
reported [9, 11, 36, 40, 43, 86]. More recently, Magnusson et al. [48], demonstrated the programmable assembly and
disassembly of micellar nanoparticles using oligonucleotide sequences and the monitoring (e.f. using FRET) of their
building and destruction in vitro and in vivo.
In the context of the synthesis of chemical products and molecular computation in programmable compartments,
the ability of single vesicles to confine, transport, and manipulate hydrophilic (bio-)chemical cargo make them not
only the prevalent model for natural cells [25] but also ideal as nano-bioreactors [22], drug delivery systems [77], and
as starting point for the synthesis of artificial cells [58]. Assemblies of vesicles have been proposed for engineered
nano-bioreactors [35], as multicomponent or multifunctional drug delivery systems [82], and as starting point for the
synthesis of primitive cell communities [15]. In order to converge artificial vesicles and natural cells, single vesicles
either solitary [34, 55, 56] or incorporated in higher-order structures [30] were functionalized with artificial genetic
programs and cellular components to transfer genetic blueprints into functional proteins. Oil-in-water emulsion
compartments, on the other hand, offer robust, configurable, and recyclable soft colloid systems with interesting
properties, and were proposed for the fabrication of delivery systems for lipophilic substances and advanced synthetic
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materials with adaptable properties [7].
The study of compartmentalization from the vantage point of information processing bears enormous potential for
novel applications. If it turns out to be possible to understand the observed dynamics in compartmentalized cellular
systems in terms of formal languages, the in silico development of novel therapeutic strategies can take place on high
levels of abstraction and can profit from branches of mathematics and theoretical computer science that are presently
not in close contact with biology or chemistry.
In this paper, we present recent research that embraces compartmentalization in synthetic biological and biomimetic
systems. In Section II, we present experimental systems for programmatic compartment association and fusion. In
Section III, we review state-of-the-art frameworks that are capable of expressing reactions in and of compartmentalized
reaction systems, and present a novel theoretical framework that closely follows the experimental work of Section II.
The novel framework is put to the test by applying it to approaches in programmable chemical synthesis as well as
molecular information processing in Section IV.
II. PROGRAMMABLE NANO-BIOREACTORS FOR SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY
The specific and reversible in-solution self-assembly of sophisticated higher-order structures from single compart-
ments has attracted significant attention in nano-technological applications [44, 45]. The complexity of such structures
– in terms of number, type and architecture of compartments – strongly depends on the character of the linking agent.
The digital nature of the DNA base coding and the specificity of binding of complementary single stranded DNA
(ssDNA) oligonucleotides offer the programming of the connectivity of adjacent compartments. In the context of
guiding the assembly of supramolecular compartments, the ssDNA oligonucleotides anchored to the surface of the
compartments were shown to act as biomolecular combination locks, linking exclusively compartments that display
complementary sequences. Using ssDNA oligonucleotides as ‘smart glue’ therefore allowed the programmable linkage
of both hard [5, 6, 23, 51, 68, 78, 85] and soft colloids [3, 19, 29, 31, 32, 50, 71, 72]. As demonstrated in Magnusson
et al. [48] even the entire compartment (in this case a small micelle) can be assembled and disassembled via DNA
strand displacement.
By introducing the ligand-receptor pair biotin-streptavidin to non-covalently anchor ssDNA oligonucleotides,
Hadorn and Hotz [32] presented a robust modular system to decorate the external surface of artificial vesicles as
well as oil-in-water emulsion droplets Hadorn et al. [31]. By employing the specific linkage system detailed in Fig. 1
the spatially controlled DNA-directed bottom-up synthesis of complex tissue-like assemblies composed of artificial
vesicles was implemented. In addition to the specified neighbor-to-neighbor interactions DNA also provided the
genetic blueprint for the synthesis of functional proteins [30] (Fig. 2).
In the context of DNA-directed self-assembly, linear DNA oligonucleotides were shown to allow the self-assembly
process not only to be specific but also to be reversible by a variety of external stimuli like temperature [3, 51, 78],
changes in the electrolyte concentration [3, 5], addition of competing oligonucleotides [76], and exploitation of the
secondary structure of DNA oligonucleotides [44]. The modularity of the linking system introduced by Hadorn et al.
[31] allows a secondary redecoration of the oil-in-water droplets (Fig. 3, state vi), thereby broadening the number and
nature of external triggers able to reverse the DNA-guided self-assembly process of higher-order structures.
Exchange of matter and information with the surrounding medium is particularly challenging for artificial vesicles –
where a closed and almost impermeable membrane separates an aqueous compartment from the aqueous surrounding.
[55] introduced transmembrane channels to create a selective permeability for external substances. In addition to
the communication with the surrounding medium, the exchange of matter and information among compartments is
another challenge when engineering cooperative chemical production in programmable bioreactors. Currently, fusion
of solitary artificial vesicles that become adjacent and merge their previously individually confined content upon fusion
is the main answer to this challenge [16, 26, 33, 73]. In the context of this paper, the work on inducing fusion of
artificial vesicles by employing ssDNA oligonucleotides anchored to the surface of the compartments is of particular
interest [19, 71]. For tissue-like assemblies of compartments, the transfer of substances is implemented for robust
soft-colloid systems of printed aqueous compartments [80].
III. FORMAL FRAMEWORKS FOR COMPARTMENTALIZED REACTIONS
While chemistry in well-stirred reaction vessels has been described mathematically already in the late 19th century
[81], formal frameworks for compartmentalized reaction systems have been suggested only within the last 15 years.
The two main branches that concern themselves with compartmentalized reaction systems are P systems, proposed
by Paun [57], and brane calculi, proposed by Cardelli [13]. Recently, Fellermann and Cardelli [24] have developed the
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Figure 1. Specificity of DNA-mediated self-assembly of higher-order soft colloid structures. Fluorescently labeled streptavidin
Alexa Fluor (AF) conjugates were used to anchor biotinylated ssDNA oligonucleotides to the biotinylated outer surface of two
populations of a-f) artificial vesicles and g-m) oil-in-water (o/w) emulsion droplets. The insets in a) and g) illustrate that the
compartments in both cases are surrounded by an aqueous medium. Whereas the inner compartment of artificial vesicles is
filled with another aqueous medium that is confined by a phospholipid bilayer (a), o/w emulsion droplets hold an oil phase
that is confined by a single layer of amphiphilic phospholipids. Depending on the complementarity of the ssDNA sequences
the DNA single strands combine and form a double strand. Consequently, both the vesicles and o/w emulsion droplets formed
large aggregates visible to the naked eye, if the DNA sequences were complementary and link the compartments (b, h); no
aggregation took place and the compartments were found solitary in case of non-complementary DNA strands (e, l). This
difference in the connectivity is clearly seen in the blowups (c, f, j, m). Scale bars: 1000 µm (b, e, h, l), 50 µm (c, f, j, m).
Fluorescence micrographs b, c, e, f modified from Hadorn et al. [30]; h, j, l, m modified from Hadorn et al. [31].
chemtainer calculus in an attempt to bring the theoretical framework of brane calculi closer to a potential experimental
implementation in a biomimetic setup.
A. P Systems and Brane Calculi
All mentioned frameworks employ a language of balanced parentheses to capture the topological organization of
nested compartments. Each compartment can hold a multiset of arbitrary chemicals as well as other compartments.
In P systems, compartments are traditionally labeled and the molecular content is given by associating a multiset of
molecules to each compartment label. In brane calculi, the grammar for parentheses is extended to include molecules
directly. Thus, the formal language is defined by the recursive production rules
P := ∅ | P+ P | $P% | mj (1)
for the non-terminal and start symbol P, the terminals {∅,+,$,%} ∪ {mj | j∈J} and the broken vertical bar in-
dicating choice. Here, M = {mj | j∈J} is a set of chemicals for some index set J and the halfmoon parentheses
denote compartments. Structural equivalence relations are introduced to give (M,+, ∅) associative and commutative
semantics with the neutral element ∅.
Over the state space defined by the grammar in Eq. (1), chemical reactions can be introduced as bulk reactions
P −→ P ′ (2)
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Figure 2. Protein synthesis in macroscopic assemblies of microscopic nano-bioreactors. a) DNA strands provide the genetic
blueprint for the synthesis of a fluorescently active protein (green star) as well as define the connectivity of three distinct
populations of man-made microscopic compartments. b) The protein synthesizing containers (green) are integral part of
macroscopic higher-order assemblies of containers (red, black) that result from a self-assembly process. Scale bar: 20 µm.
Figure modified from Hadorn et al. [30].
for multisets P =
∑
i νimi and P
′ =
∑
j µjmj of simple educt and product molecules with stoichiometric coefficients
νi and µj . In addition, reactions can describe trans-membrane processes
P +$Q% −→ P ′ +$Q′%, (3)
where P, P ′, Q,Q′ are again simple multisets of molecules. For example, the action of a sodium-potassium pump could
be codified by the reaction
2 K+ +$3 Na+ + ATP% −→ 3 Na+ +$2 K+ + ADP%. (4)
In traditional P systems, all compartments of a membrane structure are labeled and each compartment has its specific
set of reaction rules. Brane calculi also associate reaction rules with individual membranes but employ a dedicated
syntax that directly attaches the rule to the respective membrane. For example, reaction (3) would be associated to
some compartment with content R by writing
!P (Q)P ′(Q′)$R%. (5)
The reaction can occur if and only if P ⊂ R. Importantly, the brane calculus defines a process algebra for sequential
and parallel composition of rules. For example, the exclamation mark in the above notation signifies that the rule is
not consumed upon application.
Avoiding explicit labeling of compartments has the advantage that one can introduce reactions which fundamentally
alter the arrangement of the compartments themselves, such as compartment fusion
matei$P% + mate>i$Q% −→ $P +Q% (6)
where two compartments with contents P and Q fuse to form a single compartment of mixed content. Fusion is
triggered by a mate action associated with one compartment and a respective co-action associated with the other
compartment. Compartments fuse if and only if the two actions match. Similarly, a drip action can initiate compart-
ment fission:
drip$P +Q% −→ $P%+$Q% (7)
Note that this brief summary barely touches the surfaces of both frameworks. For a complete introduction to P
systems and brane calculi the reader is advised to consult Paun [57] and Cardelli [13]. Although both frameworks
where originally developed with non-deterministic semantics, Bacci and Miculan [2] have recently developed stochastic
semantics that allows for their use e.g. in stochastic simulation.
B. The Chemtainer Calculus
Closely following the experimental accomplishments of Stengel et al. [71], Chan et al. [19], Hadorn and Hotz [32],
and Hadorn et al. [31], the chemtainer calculus employs membrane associated DNA markers to govern the fate of
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Figure 3. Specificity and reversibility of the self-assembly process and recyclability of oil-in-water (o/w) emulsion droplets. The
DNA-mediated self-assembly of o/w emulsion droplets was reversed by decreasing the salt concentration of the external aqueous
medium (2) and by increasing the temperature (3); both caused the DNA double strands to break apart. By introducing a short
DNA single strand not immobilized on the surface of the o/w emulsion droplets, one of the binding DNA oligonucleotides was
replaced and the assemblies broke apart (4). Stripping off the streptavidin molecules that anchored the DNA oligonucleotides
to the o/w emulsion droplet surface not only caused the assemblies to disintegrate (state vi) but allowed the redecoration of
the o/w emulsion droplets using a different combination of streptavidin and single stranded DNA (state vii). These newly
decorated o/w emulsion droplets were subsequently able to undergo aggregation with another droplet populations previously
not available for aggregation (state viii). Figure taken from Hadorn et al. [31].
supramolecular compartments. The chemtainer calculus uses two different types of DNA markers: on the one hand,
simple ssDNA tags are used for compartment recognition and fusion similar to the mate action in the original brane
calculus:
σ$P% + σ>$Q% −→ σ||$P +Q% (8)
Here, σ signifies a DNA single strand with a specific sequence, σ> its complement, and σ|| the conjugated double
strand. Hybridization of the double strand is controlled by temperature, and the two single strands are recovered
when surpassing the melting temperature of the double strand:
σ||$P%←→ σ+σ>$P% (9)
Join gates, on the other hand, are multi-strand DNA constructs that allow for the specification of DNA-based
computational processes [14, 21, 42]. In this approach to DNA computation, one DNA strand that is composed
of several logical domains, with all but one domain being hybridized to one or more complementary strands. The
only initially exposed single strand domain of the gate is a short toehold region. This toehold can reversibly bind a
complementary signal strand which is designed to be longer than the toehold domain and complementary to the next
domain(s) of the template. The newly binding signal is then able to hybridize to all matching domains of the template,
thereby displacing strands that where previously bound and possibly exposing new toeholds. The displaced strands
can either be output signals, or signals that bind to toehold regions of downstream gates. By choosing domains of
appropriate length, it can be guaranteed that toehold binding is reversible, whereas the total strand displacement
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process is effectively irreversible, thus computation is energetically downhill and kinetically irreversible, if and only if
all correct input strands are present.
Disregarding the details of strand displacement, the chemtainer calculus encodes join gates with the syntax
s∗  s′, (10)
where s∗ denotes the set of input strands that the gate recognizes, and s′ denotes the gates’ output strand. The
action of the gate is then given by the transition
s∗  s′ + s∗ −→ s′. (11)
That is, the gate exposes its output strand s′ if and only if all its inputs are present, and inputs are consumed upon
firing of the gate. Just like simple DNA tags, join gates are membrane bound.
Note that the original chemtainer calculus uses slightly different fusion semantics, has the additional notion of
physical locations, and defines a small programming language for external nano-bioreactor manipulation. Here, we
restrict ourselves to the elements of the calculus used in the applications that follow. For a concise exposition, the
reader is referred to Fellermann and Cardelli [24].
IV. APPLICATIONS
We now demonstrate how the chemtainer calculus, brane calculus, and P systems can be used to design and ana-
lyze compartmentalized reaction systems in bottom-up, middle-out, and top-down Synthetic Biology. The examples
address chemical synthesis (Section IV A) and molecular computing (Sections IV B and IV C) in vesicles and syn-
thetic cells. We also contrast the fusion-based approach to an alternative approach that relies solely on compartment
communication (Section IV C) and association (Section IV D).
A. Programmable Chemical Synthesis
Fellermann and Cardelli [24] and Weyland et al. [83] have employed the chemtainer calculus for the programmed
synthesis of oligosaccharides – a computational problem first introduced by Reller [60]. Oligosaccharides are branched
heteropolymers composed of typically five to ten individual sugar monomers such as mannose, galactose, and glucose.
This diverse class of biochemicals is involved in various physiological processes pertaining e.g to cell-cell recognition,
intra- and intercellular trafficking, and metabolic modulation [79].
The synthesis of such molecules is difficult, because the non-linear structure of the target molecules does not allow
a basically linear progression as in the case of protein synthesis (we neglect post-processing, the statement refers only
to the translation of mRNA into chains of amino acids). Such linear synthesis of a chain of monomers by adding one
monomer after the other is – from a pure control perspective – quite simple because it allows for the use of templates.
For branched polymers, the usage of templates would be much more complicated to implement, because either one
would have to deal with a multitude of “construction sites”, or an agent, such as the ribosome, would have to jump
between these sites.
If one cannot rely on templates, the structure of the target molecules has to be encoded in the linkers between
the monomers that constitute the building blocks of the target. Synthesis via self-assembly would be easy if the
linkers between the monomers are highly selective such that essentially each link carries its own specific address (for
an implementation of such a self-assembly process on a DNA based supra-molecular scale, see Rothemund [64]).
However, for most branched polymers, the linkers have to be small in spatial extension which in practice limits
selectivity. “Click chemistries” introduced by Best [4], Kolb et al. [38], Kolb and Sharpless [39], Kurpiers and Mootz
[41] offer a way to implement the self-assembly of branched polymers using a small set of highly reliable and selective
reactions for the rapid synthesis of new compounds through heteroatom links. The concept of click chemistries allows
not only the addition of monomers to an already existing polymer, but the linkage of partially assembled polymers.
In any case, the problem of side reactions in the synthesis of branched polymers, as described in Koeller and Wong
[37] is still present, if the self-assembly process takes place in a homogeneous reaction environment.
The number of potential side products can be minimized, however, by controlling the exact order by which reactants
and intermediate products of a complex reaction cascade are co-located. For example, assume that the structure P3
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Figure 4. Programmed chemical synthesis of the target oligosaccharide P3 by subsequent co-location of intermediate reactants.
Green outlines indicate compartments and orange arrows show chemical reactions triggered by programmed compartment
fusion. Figure modified from Fellermann and Cardelli [24].
shown in Fig. 4 can be produced with the reaction cascade
Gal + E∗Gal-4Gal + E
∗
Gal-4Man −→ P0 + 2 EGal-4 (12)
E∗Man-6Man + E
∗
Man-6Glc + E
∗
Man-3Glc −→ E∗Man-6P1 + EMan-6 + EMan-3 (13)
E∗Man-3Man + E
∗
Man-2Gal + E
∗
Gal-4Glc −→ E∗Man-3P2 + EMan-2 + EGal-4 (14)
P0 + E
∗
Man-6P1 + E
∗
Man-3P2 −→ P3 + EMan-6 + EMan-3, (15)
where each reaction combines three reagents to create either an intermediate or the final product. It has to be ensured
that reactions (12) through (14) occur in isolation and prior to reaction (15) in order to avoid undesired side products.
Weyland et al. [83] present an algorithm that identifies such optimal reaction cascades.
Assuming that all initial reactants are provided in uniquely DNA tagged reaction compartments, we can introduce
a single empty compartment which is decorated with complementary DNA strands as well as join gates. While
the simple DNA tags orchestrate co-location of reactants via fusion, join gates reflect the outcome of the respective
chemical reaction by altering the DNA markers on the surface. This is shown here for reaction (12):
α>+β>+γ>+αβγκ$% + α$Gal% + β$E∗Gal-4Gal% + γ$E∗Gal-4Man%
(8) for α−−−−−→ α||+β>+γ>+αβγκ$Gal% + β$E∗Gal-4Gal% + γ$E∗Gal-4Man%
(8) for β−−−−−→ α||+β||+γ>+αβγκ$Gal + E∗Gal-4Gal% + γ$E∗Gal-4Man%
(8) for γ−−−−−→ α||+β||+γ||+αβγκ$Gal + E∗Gal-4Gal + E∗Gal-4Man%
3×(9)−−−−−→ α+α>+β+β>+γ+γ>+αβγκ$Gal + E∗Gal-4Gal + E∗Gal-4Man%
(11), (12)−−−−−−−→ α>+β>+γ>+κ$P0 + 2 EGal-4%.
(16)
The newly exposed κ tag signifies that the compartment is ready for downstream processing. Here, the comple-
mentary tags α> a.s.o. are effectively garbage, and could easily be avoided by feeding the join gate αα>ββ>γγ>  κ
instead.
Noteworthy, from a standard library of monomers, we can control a reaction cascade to obtain any desired target
compound simply by providing compartments that are decorated with appropriate DNA tags and gates. Paired
with automatized equipment such as liquid handling robots and microfluidic technology, this opens up for truly
programmable chemical synthesis.
B. Modular Molecular Computing
Romero-Campero et al. [62] and Smaldon et al. [70] construct molecular logical gates from gene regulatory networks.
Each gene features a promoter site, an operator site, and a protein encoding region, with proteins that serve as
repressors by binding to operator sites of other genes. The authors demonstrate that such operons can serve as NOT
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Figure 5. Gene regulatory network implementation of a 3-bit ripple counter by Smaldon et al. a) Modular circuits are built
from operons comprising a promoter, an operator site, and a gene encoding region. In the absence of the repressor protein Y ,
protein Z is expressed. In the presence of Y , protein Z is repressed. Thus, the operation implements a NOT gate. b) Two
NOT gates in parallel build a NAND gate. c) Eight NAND gates and one NOT gate can be wired to form a D-flipflop.
d) Three D-flipflops and a 5-bit ring oscillator built from serial NOT gates form the 3-bit ripple counter. e) Trajectories of
the output bits obtained from stochastic simulation show that the ripple counter operates reliably with a 5-bit ring oscillator
clock (lower data set) whereas the flipflops sometimes fail to switch when driven by a faster, 3-bit ring oscillator clock (upper
data set). Figure modified from Smaldon et al. [70].
gates and proceed to construct modular gates of successively higher complexity (c.f. Fig. 5). The most complex
example is a 3-bit ripple counter implemented by 56 operons that express 32 mRNAs and corresponding proteins.
The overall circuit is thus composed of 120 molecular species. It is specified using P systems and compiled into, and
simulated using, a Dissipative Particle Dynamics engine.
Although the authors study the effect of encapsulating logical gates into single vesicles, the full advantage of com-
partmentalization becomes apparent when distributing individual logical gates over several compartments. Inspecting
the structure of the ripple counter in Fig. 5.d shows that the circuit is built from three D-flipflops and one 5-bit ring
oscillator – each of them being built from more elementary modules. While the D-flipflop circuit, for example, is built
from 17 operons that express nine distinct proteins, it is wired to other modules only by two repressor proteins – one
serving as input and the other one as output. The remaining seven regulator proteins serve only for internal wiring
of the module.
This observation motivates a circuit design where modules are encapsulated into separate compartments which are
permeable for molecular species that wire modules among each other, while being impermeable for species that wire
gates within each module. Doing so allows to reuse the same molecular species for multiple instances of a module
type, e.g. the D-flipflops in the ripple counter. This can drastically reduce the number of required molecular species.
For the 3-bit ripple counter, we choose permeable species for the clock output signal and the three counter bits. A
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Figure 6. a) Transducers are built from un-inhibiting operons: in the absence of the activator protein Y , an inhibitor X
suppresses gene expression. In the presence of Y , the inhibitor X dissociates from the operon and protein Z is expressed.
b) Transducers are used in the compartmentalized reimplementation of the ripple counter from Fig. 5.d. Green lines indicate
compartment boundaries, and only molecules representing clk, bit0, bit1, and bit2 are permeable.
na¨ıve reimplementation of the circuit shown in Fig. 5.d would still require us to use distinct DNA sequences for five of
the 17 operons that make up each flipflop, because the module input and output is wired to five operons per flipflop.
We can do better by adding transducer gates at the input and output of the original flipflops. One transducer senses
an input signal that corresponds to a permeable species, and expresses the flipflop’s original input, which is now also
an impermeable species. The second transducer senses the original output signal and expresses a permeable output
signal. Although the number of operons per gate now increases from 17 to 19, the total number of operons decreases
from 56 to 28 because operons forming a flipflop module can be reused without modification. The resulting circuit
and its encapsulation is shown in Fig. 6.
We now employ the chemtainer calculus to assemble the different modules of the ripple counter and their wiring
from a library of general parts. Our strategy is to provide a set of compartments that contain flipflops, and counters
without any external wiring, and fuse them with compartments that contain transducers to implement the specific
wiring among modules.
For the case of a flipflop F (x, y) with original (impermeable) input x and output y, and two transducers T (clk, x)
and T (y, bit0) for the permeable species clk and bit0, the corresponding operation in the chemtainer calculus reads:
α>+β>+γ>$%+ α$F (x, y)%+ β$T (clk, x)%+ γ$T (y, bit0)%
−→ α||+β||+γ||$F (clk, bit0)%. (17)
Following this procedure, we can generate the entire ripple counter
$C(clk)%+$F (clk, bit0)%+$F (bit0, bit1)%+$F (bit1, bit2)% (18)
where we have omitted the DNA tags for simplicity.
Furthermore, compartments with intricate internal logic, such as the flipflop α$F (x, y)% or clock δ$C(x)% can
be provided as a general library, whereas compartments that determine the specific wiring, such as β$T (clk, x)%
comprise only one internal and one surface associated DNA strand.
C. Modular Bacterial Computing
The utilization of robust ways for encoding and enforcing compartmentalization is not restricted to bottom-up or
middle-out Synthetic Biology. Indeed, in the top-down approach to Synthetic Biology, there is an equal drive to
pursue “divide and conquer” strategies as a way of composing computational circuits from a small library of parts.
For example, Tamsir et al. [74] and Regot et al. [59] have used as “compartments” entire cells with engineered gene
regulatory networks that implement elemental logical operations. As in the last section, increasingly complex circuits
are built from this set of elemental gates by co-locating and wiring cells with the required functionality. In order to
implement this wiring, Tamsir et al. [74] exploit the quorum sensing mechanism of Escherichia coli to signal logical
information from one cell to another. Notably, all colonies of E. coli carry the same NOR gate, but the inputs and
outputs are wired to different orthogonal quorum-sensing molecules. The authors demonstrate that all 16 two input
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Figure 7. Implementation of a distributed XOR gate in colonies of E. coli by Tamsir et al. [74]. a) NOR gates are implemented
by two operons: the first operon is regulated by a tandem promoter for the two input signals and codes for a repressor of the
second operon. Thus, gene z is only expressed from the second operon if both inputs x and y are absent. b) The distributed
implementation of the XOR gate from three NOR gates and one reporter cell. The NOR gates are incorporated into bacterial
colonies and wired to different quorum sensing devices (which perform as transmembrane signal transducers) that perform
communication among modules. The final output of the XOR gate triggers expression of GFP in the reporter cell. Figure
modified from Tamsir et al. [74].
Boolean functions can be implemented by no more than four different E. coli cells (see Fig. 7 for an implementation
of the XOR gate).
Communication among cells can be easily formalized using P systems or the brane calculus. The original implemen-
tation of the chemtainer calculus does not feature transmembrane reactions as in equation (3). We give a formalization
of the XOR gate in the brane calculus. Each NOR gate can be encoded by the following transitions:
promoter binding: t1 := (x+ a)←→ (x :a) (19)
t2 := (y + a)←→ (y :a) (20)
gene regulation: t3 := (b+ w)←→ (b :w) (21)
gene expression: t4 := (x :a) −→ (x :a+ w) (22)
t5 := (y :a) −→ (y :a+ w) (23)
t6 := (b) −→ (b+ z) (24)
In the above, a and b denote the two genes, x and y the inputs, z the output, and w the repressor protein. Colons
denotes molecular association and the parentheses indicate that the transitions occur inside compartments. The entire
NOR gate is given as the parallel composition of the above transitions, namely:
NOR := t1 | t2 | t3 | t4 | t5 | t6 (25)
with the vertical bar denoting parallel composition (see Cardelli [13] for a formal definition).
The NOR gate is now reused in the different synthetic E. coli strains and wired to the respective quorum sensing
devices. In brane calculi, the resulting cell definitions read (compare with Fig. 7):
Cell1 := !in1()(x) | !in2()(y) | !(z)LasI | !NOR$a+ b% (26)
Cell2 := !in1()(x) | !LasI()(y) | !(z)RhlI | !NOR$a+ b% (27)
Cell3 := !LasI()(x) | !in2()(y) | !(z)RhlI | !NOR$a+ b% (28)
Cell1 := !RhlI()(GFP)$% (29)
The distributed XOR gate results from the combination of all bacteria:
XOR := Cell1 + Cell2 + Cell3 + Cell4 (30)
Based on this formalization, stochastic simulations of the bacterial computational process are straight forward [2].
Signaling via quorum sensing molecules as well as via pheromones (as exemplified by Regot et al. [59]) has the
disadvantage that the limited number of wiring molecules does not easily open up for scalable circuits. Regot et al.
[59] analyzed different implementations of all three input Boolean functions and identified that a library of elemental
AND, N-IMPLIES, IDENTITY, and NOT gates would produce the best building blocks for implementing more
complex circuits with the minimal number of chemical wiring species. A promising alternative has been introduced by
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Figure 8. Self-assembly of a 2D grid of compartments via specific ssDNA linkers (left). Compartments assemble by weak non-
specific association to the grid (1) and stronger specific association to complementarily tagged compartments (2) An example
of a spatially heterogeneous microreactor is shown on the right. Each circle represents a single compartment and the colors
indicate different container types. Figure taken from Reller [60].
Silva-Rocha and de Lorenzo [69], who demonstrate how aromatic metabolites of, in their case, Pseudomonas putida
cells can be used as molecular wires. As catabolic pathways of aromates are specific to certain kinds of organisms,
this approach holds the promise that metabolic wires are orthogonal to the metabolism of host species, so that no
crosstalk would be expected with the endogenous metabolic networks of distant hosts.
D. Programmable Nano-Bioreactor Tissues
In sections IV A and IV B, compartment markers have been exclusively used to initiate fusion. As an alternative
approach, Reller [60] considers a system where DNA markers dictate not the fusion but the spatial self-assembly
of compartments into heterogeneously arranged reaction environments which can be regarded as an artificial tissue
system. In the cited in silico investigation, such a tissue was used for the synthesis of branched polymers, e.g. smaller
oligosaccharides.
The purpose of an artificial tissue system is to reduce the number of potential side reactions by (at least partially)
controlling the temporal sequence of reaction steps by spatial organization of the reaction environment. In Reller
[60] and later in Fuchslin et al. [27], an approach was presented in which compartments assemble into a reaction
environment, an artificial tissue. This tissue then hosts a second assembly step, namely the assembly of branched
polymers.
In the assembly step building up the tissue, compartments are assumed to either freely float above the substrate
(here a hexagonal grid) or bind to the ground as well as to already bound adjacent compartments via DNA surface
markers (c.f. Fig. 8). Importantly, bonds between compartments are reversible, such that a bound compartment can
be released again. The importance of reversibility is discussed by Whitesides and Boncheva [84]. We assume that
binding to the substrate is non-selective and relatively weak. Where available, binding to neighbors is reversible and
selective with regard to the DNA markers. If a compartment is connected to six matching neighbors, the total binding
energy is tuned such that the release is no longer likely. This (reversible) self-assembly process is run long enough
to ensure the emergence of a structure with a defined neighborhood correlation, though not with a spatially regular
pattern (Fig. 8, right).
The resulting spatially organized tissue can be used for chemical synthesis as well as for molecular computing. For
both scenarios, it is assumed that different types of compartments (identified by their DNA markers) provide distinct
chemical environments, for example for catalyzing the formation or breaking of some of the possible links between the
molecular monomers depicted in Fig. 4. One way of realizing this is by anchoring catalysts to the inner compartment
membranes. Whereas the chemical environment of a compartment is fixed, other molecular content is allowed to
diffuse among adjacent compartments, for example by means of membrane pores or gap junctions.
Reller [60] applies this approach to chemical synthesis of branched heteropolymers, as discussed in Section IV A.
The authors perform stochastic simulations of both the tissue self-assembly and chemical synthesis processes. For each
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resulting tissue system, the measured yield of a given target compound is used as fitness function of an evolutionary
algorithm that optimizes the composition of compartment types, i.e. the chemical functionality and surface decoration
of compartments. The study demonstrates in silico that it is possible to create a spatially heterogeneous reaction
environment with a bias towards specific reaction channels that increase the yield of the target compound over the
one obtained in a one-pot reaction up to three orders of magnitude for specific cases of tissues with almost perfect
spatial structuring and one order of magnitude for tissues with neighborhood correlation between different types of
compartments but no obvious direct patterning. Importantly, this increase is purely due to spatial organization and
happens without any alteration of the kinetic constants for the reactions.
The same framework would allow to self-assemble modular tissues of logic circuits as discussed in Section IV B,
with ‘wiring’ molecules diffusing only among adjacent compartments. Indeed, Fuchslin et al. [28] have demonstrated
that it is viable to construct large-scale (in fact scalable) logic circuits, such as N -bit multipliers, by programmed
self-assembly of small circuit modules: the study demonstrates that it is possible to transfer part of the algorithm
to be performed from the circuitry itself into the arrangement of limited number (something in between four to
eight) of different types of logic units – and thus into the self-assembly process of these building blocks. Again, the
self-assembly process is driven by the matching of surface markers on the building blocks. The key point is that
the building blocks interact only locally. Scalability, the capability to solve arbitrarily large multiplications, results
from pattern generation by self-assembly that can lead to arbitrary large structures. The combination of logic with
geometry enables inductive generalization: the solution of a potentially infinite class of problems from a finite number
of problem instances.
Note that the formal frameworks described in Section III do not offer direct means of expressing compartment
association as used in the approaches of Fuchslin et al. [28] and Reller [60]. Martin-Vide et al. [49] have developed
tissue P systems, where the connectivity of compartments is given by an adjacency matrix. Using this framework, it
would be possible to express the dynamics that occur within an assembled tissue.
V. DISCUSSION
In this article, we have demonstrated several theoretical frameworks that capture reactions in and of compart-
mentalized systems, applied to recent case studies of compartmented systems in synthetic biology. The examples
demonstrate how compartmentalization can be used in synthetic biological systems to implement modularization and
data hiding similar to encapsulation in traditional programming.
In general, this work advances the availability of biological and chemical programming languages and formal frame-
works. In particular, we aim at analyzing the facility with which one can use the various formalisms to program
and debug complex nano-bio systems. Table I shows a comparison of the different frameworks in terms of features
and applicability. Clearly, all frameworks have different stengths and weaknesses, and there is currently no unifying
framework that meets the requirements of all presented case studies.
Importantly, none of the current frameworks capture both compartment association (as found in tissue P systems)
and compartment transformations such as splitting and merging (as found in the brane and chemtainer calculi). For
example, tissue P systems and the artificial vesicle tissue discribed in Sec. II and IV D currently follow the logic
of static self-assembly in the sense that a tissue is assembled prior to being used for its functional purpose. In
contrast, one could envisage dynamic self-assembly where the self-assembly dynamics of the tissue is coupled with
its functionality. Such coupled dynamics would allow one for example to design—at least in theory—the controlled
and release and replacement of “emptied” or “burned out” compartments. Such dynamic self-assembly intrinsically
enables healing: a mesoscopic (with respect to the size of the self-assembling components) perturbation can heal out.
In addition, chemtainers that are emptied during the processing can be continuously refilled by dynamic self-assembly.
Last but not least, if the fitness landscape changes during the processing (even as a consequence of the process itself)
a dynamically assembled structure may be able to react and adapt to the changed landscape. The difference between
programming and running a programmed self-assembled system is blurred. Note that such an adaptation can happen
in a rather simple manner, e.g. by simply changing the content of the chemtainers one brings into the system over
the course of refilling. However, general formal methods able to express such dynamic self-assembly have yet to be
developed.
In some case studies (e.g. the computing bacteria of Sec. IV C), we have formalized synthetic biology systems
that had already been designed and even realized experimentally. We believe, however, that the true potential
of the presented methods lies in enabling algorithms and software tools for the computer assisted design of complex
synthetic biological designs de novo. In fact, Reller [60], Weyland et al. [83] and Fellermann and Cardelli [24] developed
algorithms for the automated inference of chemical synthesis pathways in programmable nano-bioreactors.
To illustrate the potential benefits of computational design based on formal frameworks, we give the following
example: Lui et al. [46] use a simple and taylored computational model to guide the engineering of synthetic polymer–
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Framework features
Intra-compartment reactions    
Trans-compartment reactions (diffusion)    − (1)
Inter-compartment reactions (e.g. merge, split)  −  
Hierarchical compartmentalization  −  
Compartment association −  − −
Explicit DNA tag operations − − − 
Applicability on case studies
Programmable chemical synthesis (Sec. IV A) − −  
Modular molecular computing (Sec. IV B) − −  
Modular bacterial computing (Sec. IV C)    − (1)
Programmable nanoreactor tissue (Sec. IV D) −  − −
Table I. Feature comparison of the discussed frameworks. (1) Not adding transmembrane diffusion was a design decision in
the chemtainer calculus with respect to its original application. Such transitions could be easily added if desired for other
applications.
bacteria mictures exhibiting targeted quorum sensing and cell clustering. In their work, polymers were synthesized
prior to introduction into the cell milieu. Subsequently, Magennis et al. [47] demonstrate via a laborious trial-and-
error approach that polymers can be templated by the cells themselves, which exceeds the scope of the computational
model. In order to expand Magennis et al. [47] into a generic and scalable approach, generic tools for rational forward
design would be needed—based on our chemtainer calculus or simmilar modelling approaches.
While it may be questionable whether naturally evolved systems can be directly mapped in an efficient and practical
way into formal languages, this potential limitation is greatly diminished when considering engineered systems such
as those being pursued in Synthetic Biology (both from the bottom up and top down). This is so because there
is ample opportunity for “co-designing” the biological/biochemical substrate and the logic circuitry it is meant to
implement. Co-design is a technique used in the ICT industry whereby the hardware and the software that will
run on it are designed simultaneously thus enabling the optimal tuning of one to each other. This contrasts with
the case where generic hardware is designed and built prior to understanding what software will be run on it. As
a consequence, software ends-up executed on an already (over)constrained architecture. Thus the importance of
advancing our understanding of formal computational methods simultaneously with building new biological and
chemical information processing architectures.
Currently, we are working in implementing an integrated development environment for compartmentalized biological
systems based on the discussed formalisms, similar to the one Romero-Campero et al. [62] and Blakes et al. [8] have
developed for P systems. The platform intends to facilitate the design, simulation, verification, and ultimately the
rapid prototyping of synthetic biological systems [67].
Advances in our understanding of chemical and biological complexity as well as in the availability of powerful
computational formalism for the rapid model prototyping of programmable biological and chemical cells are opening
a new frontier in computing science: algorithmic living matter. The availability of new theoretical tools as well
as practical implementations for algorithmic living matter, we believe, will lead to a new revolution in computing
science based on “programmable everywhere”, namely, the ability to program all kinds of materials in all kinds of
environments at all scales.
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